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SUMMARY: Genome-wide screening for chromosomal imbalances using comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) revealed a
wealth of data on previously unrecognized tumor-specific genomic alterations. CGH to microarrays of DNA, an approach termed
matrix-CGH, allows detection of genomic imbalances at a much higher resolution. We show that matrix CGH is also feasible from
small tissue samples requiring universal amplification of genomic DNA. Because widespread application of matrix-CGH
experiments using large numbers of DNA targets demands a high degree of automation, we have developed a protocol for a fully
automated procedure. The use of specialized instrumentation for the generation of DNA chips, their hybridization, scanning, and
evaluation required numerous alterations and modifications of the initial protocol. We here present the elaboration and testing of
automated matrix-CGH. A chip consisting of 188 different genomic DNA fragments, cloned in bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) or P1-derived artificial chromosome (PAC) vectors and immobilized in replicas of 10, was used to assess the performance
of the automated protocol in determining the gene dosage variations in tumor cell lines COLO320-HSR, HL60, and NGP. Although
ratios of matrix-CGH were highly concordant with results of chromosomal CGH (85%), the dynamic range of the matrix-CGH
ratios was highly superior. Investigation of the two amplicons on 8q24 in COLO320-HSR and HL60, containing the MYC gene,
revealed a homogeneous amplicon in COLO320-HSR but a heterogeneous amplification pattern in HL60 cells. Although control
clones for normalization of the signal ratios can be predicted in cases with defined chromosomal aberrations, in primary tumors
such data are often not available, requiring alternative normalization algorithms. Testing such algorithms in a primary high-grade
B-cell lymphoma, we show the feasibility of this approach. With the matrix-CGH protocol presented here, robust and reliable
detection of genomic gains and losses is accomplished in an automated fashion, which provides the basis for widespread
application in tumor and clinical genetics. (Lab Invest 2002, 82:47–60).

A nalysis of chromosomal imbalances by compara-
tive genomic hybridization (CGH) (Du Manoir et al,

1993; Joos et al, 1993; Kallioniemi et al, 1992) has
greatly contributed to the current knowledge of
genomic alterations associated with constitutional and
sporadic genetic diseases (Forozan et al, 1997; Knuu-
tila et al, 1998, 1999; Zitzelsberger et al, 2001). Most
applications have dealt with the identification of recur-
rent genetic alterations in tumor cell populations. Such
studies have not only provided a basis for the identi-
fication of genes relevant for the pathogenesis of a
given tumor entity (Joos et al, 1996, 2000; Koivisto et
al, 1997; Monni et al, 1996; Weber et al, 2000), but
have also contributed to recently developed tumor
classification schemes (see eg, Bentz et al, 2001; Joos
et al, 1996). However, a more widespread exploitation

of CGH has been hampered by methodological re-
strictions, which are mainly caused by the use of
metaphase chromosome preparations as hybridiza-
tion targets: (a) the resolution achievable by chromo-
somal CGH is restricted to about 3 to 10 Mb for low
copy number losses and gains such as partial mono-
somies and trisomies (Bentz et al, 1998; Kirchhoff et
al, 1999); and (b) the necessity to assess large num-
bers of chromosomes in each experiment has im-
peded the development of fully automated evaluation
procedures, prohibiting broad implementation of CGH
in routine diagnostic settings.

To overcome the limitations of CGH to chromo-
somal targets, a novel approach has been developed,
termed matrix-CGH (Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997). For
matrix-CGH, chromosome preparations are substi-
tuted by sets of well-defined genomic DNA fragments
microarrayed on solid support to serve as hybridiza-
tion targets (Fig. 1). Thus, genomic imbalances are
detected with much higher resolution, allowing copy
number changes to be associated with individual loci
and genomic markers (Heiskanen et al, 2000; Pinkel et
al, 1998; Pollack et al, 1999; Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997).
This approach is much more demanding than the
widespread application of DNA-microarrays for the
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detection of gene expression patterns because (a) it
requires the reliable detection of subtle differences in
the fluorescence ratios of test and control genomes,
for example, diagnosis of alterations can rely on ratio
differences smaller than 0.1 (Lichter et al, 2000; Weber
et al, 2000); and (b) the complexity of the labeled total
genomic DNA probe sequence pool is several orders
of magnitude higher than that of a cDNA pool. These
requirements can be met using genomic DNA frag-
ments cloned in Bacterial, P1-Derived, or Yeast Arti-
ficial Chromosome (BAC, PAC, YAC) vectors (Pinkel et
al, 1998; Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997). The successful

use of cDNA microarrays for matrix-CGH has also
been reported (Pollack et al, 1999). However, reliable
diagnosis of a genomic imbalance by cDNA chips
relies on the integration of signal ratios from separate
cDNAs, whose genes are localized within the respec-
tive region.

Since the original publication of matrix-CGH
(Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997), we have elaborated the
automation of this approach by testing a large variety
of instrumental solutions, each requiring a number of
distinct changes of the matrix-CGH protocol. We here
report on the procedure that emerged from these

Figure 1.
A, Schematic representation of matrix-comparative genomic hybridization (matrix-CGH). Differently labeled test and control DNA are cohybridized to a matrix
consisting of microarrayed DNA fragments; DNA copy number changes in the test genome are scored by the ratio of the two signals on each spot. B, Example of
a matrix-CGH experiment with target fragments arranged in replicas of 10. The inset depicts a section indicating amplification of the MDM2 and CDK4 genes by the
dominance of the red test genome signal.
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extensive tests and developments and currently al-
lows a robust high through-put screening for genomic
imbalances. Methodological aspects, as well as differ-
ent statistical evaluation procedures, are discussed in
detail. The potential of the technique is demonstrated
using established tumor cell lines as well as primary
tumor specimens of different origin and quality. This
includes the analysis of small tissue samples requiring
representative amplification of minute amounts of
genomic DNA.

Results

Fine Analysis of Gene Amplifications in Small Tumor
Samples using Matrix-CGH in Combination with
Universal PCR

Analysis of genomic alterations in tumor tissue often
relies on small amounts of sample material, from
which only minute amounts of genomic DNA can be
prepared. Thus, for a widespread application of
matrix-CGH in tumor genetics, it is necessary to
reliably detect chromosomal imbalances also in enzy-
matically amplified DNA. Therefore, we investigated
the potential of matrix-CGH using universally amplified
genomic DNA from three tumor cell samples (see Fig.
2): the leiomyosarcoma LMS-2, the mediastinal B-cell
lymphoma PMBL-16, the primary Hodgkin’s lym-
phoma cHL-10 from which about 30 malignant cells
(the Hodgkin- and Reed-Sternberg cells) were col-
lected by microdissection, and a Hodgkin’s lympho-
ma–derived cell line HDLM-2 for control. In all cases
distinct amplifications on the short arm of chromo-
some 9 affecting band 9p24 had been identified by
chromosomal CGH. The gene coding for tyrosine
kinase JAK2 is localized on 9p24 and is thus possibly
affected by these amplifications. For matrix-CGH, a
series of some 25 PAC clones from different chromo-
somal locations were immobilized on glass slides
along with two PAC clones (clones 64, 65) covering
the JAK2 gene. In all cases analyzed, a significant
increase of the signal ratio was measured on the

respective JAK2 targets compared with the set of
control clones (p � 0.05; Fig. 2). Because copy
number gain of JAK2 was diagnosed in all cases,
matrix-CGH allows detection of chromosomal imbal-
ances even in tumor samples where the source mate-
rial is small or the DNA is of low quality, prohibiting
alternative approaches like interphase FISH and
Southern blot analysis.

Optimized Matrix-CGH Procedure for the Analysis of
Tumor Genomes

DNA Microarray With Multiple Genes of Oncogenic
Function. To detect multiple chromosomal imbalances
in a tumor sample by a single DNA-chip, 188 PAC and
BAC clones were selected to represent genomic frag-
ments of interest in malignant neoplasms. These in-
cluded clones containing DNA inserts with known
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, as well as
fragments from suspect chromosomal regions that
were previously found to be recurrently aberrant in
FISH or chromosomal CGH analyses. As detailed in
“Materials and Methods,” the clones were isolated by
filter hybridization with cDNA probes or via database
searches. The list of clones can be found at http://
www.dkfz-heidelberg.de/kompl_genome/index.html.

The protocol applied in these studies was based on
multiple modifications of the initial procedure (Solinas-
Toldo et al, 1997), affecting the following steps: probe
labeling, pretreatment of slides, hybridization condi-
tions, and implementation of two-color/two-chip ex-
periments to circumvent sequence-specific signal de-
viations (see “Materials and Methods”). To validate
this protocol, three tumor cell lines, known to carry
multiple characteristic chromosomal aberrations,
were examined by chromosomal CGH and matrix-
CGH. Altered chromosomal regions of the cell lines
COLO320-HSR, HL60, and NGP detected by conven-
tional and matrix-CGH are summarized in Table 2 and
Figure 3, respectively.

Figure 2.
Detection of amplification of the JAK2 gene in tumor cell populations, from which only small amounts of genomic DNA (PMBL-16, LMS-2, cHL-10) could be obtained
and which was highly degraded in case of the leiomyosarcoma (LMS). Genomic DNA from these tumors required amplification by universal DOP-PCR. Genomic DNA
of the tumor cell line HDLM-2 served as control. As shown by the ratio profiles along the chromosome 9 ideogram, chromosomal CGH detected a copy number
increase (ie, signal ratios � 1.25) on 9p24 in all cases. Signal ratios measured after matrix-CGH with the same DNA on the two JAK2-specific PAC clones (clones
64, 65) are indicated above the CGH ideograms. All JAK2-specific ratios were significantly higher than the ratios from the control clones, which were selected based
on chromosomal CGH data (p � 0.05; Student t test). Thus, the JAK2 gene is coamplified in these tumors, with low copy number gain in case of cHL-10.
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Detection of High-Level Amplifications in Cell Lines
COLO320 HSR, HL60, and NGP. For the diagnosis of
high-level amplifications, a cut-off value of 2 (�log2 1)
was used for all matrix-CGH evaluations. In NGP,
using chromosomal CGH, such amplifications were
identified on the short arm of chromosome 2 (bands
2p23–p25) and on the long arm of chromosome 12
(bands 12q13–q15). With matrix-CGH, the described
amplicon on chromosome 2 was indicated by a set of
four clones, all of which covered the MYCN gene at
2p24.1 (clones 8, 9, 10, 11). The matrix-CGH ratios of
21.6 to 34.8 are representative for the actual gene-
copy numbers determined by Southern blot and FISH
(Alitalo et al, 1983), whereas chromosomal CGH re-
vealed ratios less than 5. Similarly, on chromosome
band 12q13– q15 the maximum matrix-CGH ratio
was 5.5 (clone 102), exceeding the value of 1.75 by
conventional CGH by more than 3-fold. Increased
dynamic ranges of signal ratios were observed for
all amplicons of our chip experiments, underlining
the usefulness of microarray-based hybridization
experiments.

Whereas chromosomal CGH indicated amplification
of chromosomal band 12q12–q15, in matrix-CGH, two
fragments from band 12q13 were scored to be balanced
(clones 95, 96). Thus, the higher resolution of the method
allowed fine mapping of the amplicon to genomic sub-
segments. Colon carcinoma cell line COLO320-HSR
and promyelocytic leukemia cell line HL60 both carry
high copy number amplifications of the MYC oncogene
region on 8q24 (16–24 copies and 16–32 copies, re-
spectively; Joos et al, 1993). As shown in Figure 4, for
detailed array analysis we tested a contig of 8 clones
spanning region 8q24 and the MYC oncogene (clones
55–62). Whereas in COLO320-HSR all clones of the
contig consistently indicated gain, an amplification pat-
tern with interspersed nonamplified gaps occurred in
HL60. This characterization of subtle differences in the
architecture of a common amplicon was verified and
confirmed by FISH analysis using clones 55, 56, 58, and
61 (data not shown).

Detection of Low Copy Number Changes. Low copy
number gains display signal ratios of more than 1.25 (�
log2 0.32), whereas losses result in signal ratios less than
0.75 (� log2 �0.41). In cell line HL60, a total of seven
clones with ratios between 1.3 and 1.5 revealed gains on
1p22 (clones 2, 3), 9p21–p24 (clones 63 65, 69, 70), and
15q25 (clones 117, 118) that were concordant with
findings of chromosomal CGH. Typical losses of the
interstitial region of chromosome 5 and the short arm of
chromosome 17 were detected by clones mapping to
5q21, 5q23 (clones 34, 35), and 17p (clone 120), cover-
ing the TP53 tumor suppressor gene.

In COLO320-HSR and NGP, loss of chromosomal
material on the long arm of chromosome 18 was
identified with both standard and matrix-CGH. This
was reflected by four of seven BAC targets mapping
to chromosome 18 with signal ratios ranging from 0.6
to 0.7 (clones 126, 128–131). In NGP additional loss of
chromosomal material on the long arm of chromo-
some 11 was identified by two targets mapping to
11q23, which both contain coding information of

proto-oncogene ETS1 (clones 87, 88). The overall
agreement between results of matrix-CGH and chro-
mosomal CGH was 87% in HL60, 87% in NGP, and
81% in COLO320-HSR (see Table 1).

Analysis of Primary Tumor Cells. Based on the
results from cell line evaluations, we reexamined DNA
from the primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma case
reported above (PMBL16) using the 188 BAC/PAC
chip. For the analysis of most primary tumors, no prior
knowledge of chromosomal alterations is available,
and thus control targets for normalization cannot be
selected. For this reason, we used median-based
automated normalization to assess the value of array
CGH analysis as a primary diagnostic tool. In this
experiment, the reported high-level amplification of
the JAK2 gene was detected again by two PAC
targets (clones 64,65) with ratios of 7.0 and 4.1. Low
copy number gains on 2q35 (clone 19), 9p (clones 63,
66), 11q23 (clone 88), and losses at 4q25 (clone 32)
and 22q12 (clone 151) were identified. All these imbal-
ances were also scored by chromosomal CGH of this
case (Joos et al, 1996). Interestingly, three clones
mapping to Xp22 (clone 153–155) indicated a distinct
gain that remained undetected by chromosomal CGH.

Discussion

Recently, the concept of CGH to arrayed DNA frag-
ments for the detection of chromosomal aberrations
has been introduced (Heiskanen et al, 2000; Pinkel et
al, 1998; Pollack et al, 1999; Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997).
We here present an elaborated protocol for matrix-
CGH, which allows the fully automated analysis of
genomic imbalances at a high resolution. Although the
identification of genomic gains and losses corre-
sponded well with the results obtained by chromo-
somal CGH, the dynamic range of the signal ratios
was up to 5 times higher for matrix-CGH, allowing
better quantitative assessments of a given imbalance.
The potential of matrix-CGH to assign ratio amplitudes
to selected genes or markers constitutes a particular
advantage of this approach. This potential is used for
high-resolution mapping of gains and losses on arrays
of genomic contigs (Albertson et al, 2000; Bruder et al,
2001; Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997). In the present study,
detailed analysis of the MYC amplicon on 8q24 in
HL60 cells revealed a high heterogeneity of copy
number increase along the genomic segment around
the MYC gene. These data agree with a previous
analysis of this amplicon by Southern blot hybridiza-
tion (Joos et al, 1992). The observation of such heter-
ogeneities is also in line with data obtained for other
amplicons in tumor cell genomes by various means
(Albertson et al, 2000; Reifenberger et al, 1996; Tanner
et al, 1996). It can be expected that further high-
resolution analyses of amplified regions by matrix-
CGH will uncover numerous previously unrecognized
heterogeneities within amplicons and will contribute to
a refined modeling of the molecular mechanisms of
DNA amplification in tumor cells.

In addition to its superior resolution, the potential of
automation constitutes a particular advantage of
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Figure 3.
Presentation of all matrix-CGH ratio values measured for the three tumor cell lines (A) COLO320-HSR, (B) HL60, (C) NGP and the primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma
(D). Gains are depicted in green, losses in red, and balanced regions in blue. Cut-off levels were 1.25 for gains and 0.75 for losses. Note that ratio values are presented
as log2 values. For detailed signal ratios of targets indicating chromosomal imbalances also see Table 2.
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Figure 4.
Comparison of matrix-CGH and chromosomal CGH values. Examples are shown for tumor cell lines NGP (gains on 2p24 and 12q13–q15, red bars), COLO320-HSR
(gains on 8q24 and loss on 18q21, red bars) and HL60 (gains on 8q24, blue bars, and loss on 5q21–q23, red bars). Although the scoring of the ratio values of the
two methods is highly concordant, the absolute ratio values of the amplified regions are distributed over a much higher range for array signals, indicating the superior
dynamics of matrix-CGH.
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matrix-CGH over chromosomal CGH. To reach a high
degree of automation, we developed and tested vari-
ous devices for arraying of DNA fragments, hybridiza-
tion, and scanning of the chips, which all required
further adjustments and modifications of the original
protocol. The procedure that emerged from these
studies is detailed in “Materials and Methods.” After
extensive testing of protocol variants using the tumor

cell lines HL60, COLO320-HSR, and NGP (not shown),
the following steps are considered crucial for the
performance of this technique.

Efficient labeling of probe and test DNA is an
essential step of the procedure. A high labeling effi-
ciency is accomplished by using linker-adapter PCR,
as detailed in “Materials and Methods.” Although this
protocol was originally developed by Klein and co-

Figure 5.
Improved assessment of DNA copy number by applying color switch experiments. Some DNA fragments resulted in deviations from expected ratio values, when test
DNA is labeled via Cy3 (left panel). For these fragments, reverse ratio values are obtained when the test DNA is labeled in Cy5 (middle panel). Averaging of the data
of both experiments (right panel) yields the correct ratio values. In the diagram, gray boxes are representing balanced autosomal loci, whereas the hatched boxes
indicate low copy gain of chromosome X (hybridization of normal human female DNA versus normal human male DNA).

Table 1. Total Numbers and Percentages of Concordant/Discordant Results in a Comparison of Chromosomal CGH
Results with Matrix-CGH Experiments

NGP HL60 COLO320 PMBL16

Aberrations in
chromosomal CGH

enh1q, amp2p24,
enh8qter, dim10pter,
dim11qter,
amp12q13, enh17q,
dim18qter

dim5qint, amp8q24,
enh9p, enh9qint,
enh13qter, dim14qint,
enh15qter, dim17p,
enh18

enh1cen, enh2p,
amp 8q24,
enh11p, enh 12p,
enh13q, dim18q,
dim19

enh2pter, dim3p,
dim4qint, enh5p,
dim8p, amp9p24,
dim10q, enh11q,
enh16q, dim17p,
dim22q

Matrix-CGH total
evaluated targets

148 151 148 153

mCGH/CGH
concordance
total/percentage

128/87 131/87 120/81 129/85

Imbalanced in mCGH
balanced in CGH
total/percentage

3/2 3/2 8/5 3/2

Balanced in mCGH
imbalanced in CGH
total/percentage

17/11 17/11 20/14 21/14

CGH, comparative genomic hybridization.
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Table 2. Synopsis of Target Names, Chromosomal Mapping Localizations, Normalized Logarithmic, and Numeric Signal
Ratios for the Three Analyzed Cell Lines and PMBL 16

Clone No. Name Locus
Log2

Ratios
Num.
Ratios Clone No. Name Locus

Log2
Ratios

Num.
Ratios

COLO 320 Gain NGP Gain
5 Alu6 1qcen 0.34 1.3 7 RPCIB753-P21193 1q32 0.33 1.3

15 RCPIP704-C2027 2p16 0.36 1.3 9 RPCIP704-D1362 2p24 5.12 34.8
51 1024H20 7q31 0.37 1.3 8 RPCIP-704-B031128 4.95 30.9
49 RPCIB753-G03211 7cen 0.48 1.4 11 RPCIP704-J181107 4.80 27.9
53 RPCIP704-J01305 8q23 0.57 1.5 10 RPCIP704-H031101 4.43 21.6
54 RPCIP704-L0411 0.4 1.3 15 RCPIP704-C2027 2p16 1.35 2.5
56 RPCIP704-F15291 8q24 3.19 9.1 12 RPCIB753-E1991 2p13-p12 1.27 2.4
57 RPCIP704-C07126 2.87 7.3 13 RPCIB753-G1991 0.56 1.5
58 RPCIP704-K19268 3.35 10.2 97 MDM2#1 12q14-q15 2.12 4.3
59 RPCIP704-K2280 3.08 8.5 98 MDM2#2 2.12 4.3
60 RPCIP704-J08127 2.17 4.5 103 GLI#1 12q13 0.64 1.6
61 RPCIB704-M14318 4.12 17.4 104 GLI#2 0.46 1.4
62 RPCIP704-K22117 1.84 3.6 105 GLI#3 0.4 1.3
63 RPCIP-I18310 9pter 0.45 1.4 99 RPCIP704-J15872 12q14 2.46 5.5
64 PJ2A 9p24 0.98 2.0 100 RPCIP704-J13765 1.65 3.1

101 RPCIP704-L16872 12q13 0.33 1.3 101 RPCIP704-L16872 2.40 5.3
102 RPCIP704-P08773 0.39 1.3 102 RPCIP704-P08773 2.47 5.5
107 RPCIP704-A12173 13q14 0.33 1.3 115 RPCIB753-J2397 15q 0.518 1.4
108 RPCIP704-O18295 0.55 1.5
109 RPCIP704-D01197 0.42 1.3
110 RPCIB753-I10174 0.61 1.5
111 RPCIP704-J10250 0.38 1.3
113 RPCIP704-C13249 13qte 0.60 1.5
121 RPCIB753-D0581 r 0.41 1.3
122 RPCIB753-K1579 17q12 0.41 1.3

Loss Loss
82 778P1 11q13 �0.54 0.7 87 RPCIB753-E09209 11q23 �0.43 0.7
84 PAC755B11 11q22 �0.5 0.7 88 RPCIB753-C04223 �0.74 0.6
98 MDM2#2 12q13 �0.48 0.7 126 RPCIB753-N16242 18q12 �0.49 0.7

128 RPCIB753-B19566 18q21 �0.72 0.6 130 RPCIB753-o01869 18q21 �0.58 0.7
129 RPCIB753-C20566 �0.71 0.6 132 RPCIP704-A17171 18qter �0.83 0.6
130 RPCIB753-O01869 �0.53 0.7 137 RPCIB753-I1679 19q13 �0.57 0.7
131 RPCIB753-P21751 �0.6 0.7 138 RPCIB753-J1735 �0.49 0.7
134 RPCIP704-M02787 19q13 �0.48 0.7

PMBL16 Gain HL60 Gain
19 RPCIB753-E23247 2q35 0.40 1.3 2 RPCIB753-E16254 1p22 0.44 1.4
66 RPCIB753-C0689 9p21 0.53 1.4 3 RPCIB753-O04246 0.35 1.3
64 PJ2A 9p24 2.58 5.7 55 RPCIP704-H027 8q24 1.77 3.4
65 PJ2B 2.0 3.7 58 RPCIP704-K19268 1.51 2.8
63 RPCIP704-I18310 9pter 0.87 1.8 59 RPCIP704-K2280 1.38 2.6
88 RPCIB753-C04223 11q23 0.32 1.3 60 RPCIP704-J08127 1.85 3.6

153 RPCIB753-L08543 Xp22 0.52 1.4 62 RPCIP704-K22117 0.33 1.3
155 RPCIB753-N0680 0.49 1.4 63 RPCIP704-I18310 9pter 0.41 1.3
154 RPCIB753-F0990 0.47 1.4 65 PJ2B 9p24 0.42 1.3

69 RPCIB753-E2179 9p21 0.41 1.3
70 RPCIB753-B18462 9p 0.46 1.4

117 RPCIP704-M04155 15q25 0.32 1.3
118 RPCIP704-O12217 0.56 1.5
119 RPCIP704-E15271 16qter 0.57 1.5

Loss Loss
32 RPCIP704-C12204 4q25 �0.44 0.7 34 RPCIB753-J2037 5q21 �0.62 0.7

151 RPCIB753-I15690 22q12 �0.49 0.7 35 RPCIB753-M23265 5q23 �0.62 0.7
98 MDM2# 12q13 �0.42 0.7

120 P53 17p �0.49 0.7
143 RPCIB753-E18832 20q12 �0.41 0.7

The clone number refers to the number in brackets listed in figures 3 and 4.
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workers to facilitate universal amplification of genomic
DNA samples (Klein et al, 1999), it proved to be highly
potent also for the labeling of matrix-CGH probes.

The complexity of human genomic DNA is several
orders of magnitude higher than cDNA pools derived
from a given tissue. Thus, matrix-CGH is much more
demanding, and hybridization conditions have to be
optimized to increase the likelihood of the pairing of
homologous sequences. One strategy to improve the
hybridization efficiency is elevation of the hybridization
temperature and simultaneous decrease of formamide
(or increase of salt) concentration to adjust for the
stringency of the reaction (Solinas-Toldo et al, 1997).
Another strategy to increase the likelihood that a given
sequence in solution meets its counterpart immobi-
lized on the chip is the application of microfluidic
devices, which agitate the hybridization cocktail, re-
sulting in higher kinetics of the labeled molecules.
Both strategies are combined in the protocol reported
here, performing hybridization at 50° C (versus 37° C)
in an automated hybridization chamber. Active pump-
ing of the solution over a chip not only fosters the
hybridization event but also results in a considerable
reduction of background signal.

Matrix-CGH is particularly sensitive to background
noise because the range of the signal ratios for scoring
genomic gains and losses requires an accuracy of less
than 0.1. In the course of elaborating our protocol, it
became evident that each step of the procedure poten-
tially adds to the background level. We therefore focused
on minimizing the number of treatments of the slides. In
particular, omission of the following steps before hybrid-
ization was found to be beneficial: (a) additional dena-
turation of the immobilized DNA fragments by heat or

alkali treatment, (b) dehydration in alcohol, and (c) treat-
ment of chips by blocking solutions.

For some genomic DNA fragments, deviations of the
expected ratio values were repeatedly observed. Most of
these false results could be corrected when the so-
called color switch experiments were performed (see
Fig. 5, “Materials and Methods”). Each experiment is
carried out once with test and control probe labeled in
Cy3 and Cy5 and once with the reverse labeling. After
averaging both ratios, most initially outlying fragments
yielded accurate scores presented by the average ratio.
Therefore, we now routinely perform matrix-CGH includ-
ing the color switch experiment. Because the false data,
obtained by one color combination, could not be over-
come by repetition of the labeling and hybridization, this
phenomenon is best explained by a differential interac-
tion of the Cy3 and Cy5 dyes with certain classes of DNA
sequences, such as GC-rich or -poor segments of the
DNA.

Normalization factors for the evaluation of all cell line
experiments were determined through the mean values
of a set of clones mapping across the genome, which
were preselected from regions not known to be affected
in hematological neoplasias. Because of the limited
amount of targets, this procedure ensured the most
precise normalization factors. Less consistent results
were obtained by alternative algorithms for normalization
based on mean or median ratio values of all targets of a
given array. Here, asymmetric signal distributions, to-
gether with a restricted number of control targets, re-
sulted in imprecise normalization. Control clones were
selected from regions that were balanced according to
chromosomal CGH profiles. Further refinement of the
normalization procedure was accomplished by an in-

Figure 6.
Histogram showing the ratio values (as log2 values) of a matrix-CGH experiment comparing DNA from normal human male versus normal human female cells in
ascending order (for detail see text).
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crease in the number of control clones, allowing normal-
ization based on independent algorithms. This principle
has been shown in the PMBL case, where median-
based normalization has proven to be accurate. How-
ever detection of imbalances in nondiploid cells or cells
that are known to carry multiple aberrations (eg, affecting
more than one third of the genome) can be particularly
challenging. Accordingly, median-based normalization
relying on few controls with tumors harboring a high
percentage of chromosomal aberrations resulted in im-
precise ratios due to minimal shifts of the underlying
normalization factor (not shown). This problem is over-
come when using large numbers of control clones more
or less evenly distributed across the entire genome at
high density. Taking this into account, chip-based de-
tection and high-resolution mapping of unknown imbal-
ances is feasible for any tumor cell population.

The data of the present study demonstrate that
matrix-CGH discloses the specific copy number
changes with a much higher degree of accuracy.
Thus, it can be expected that multiple small imbal-
ances, which were so far overlooked, will be detected
when applying this new approach. A number of appli-
cations of array-based CGH can be envisioned in the
field of tumor genetics (Lichter et al, 2000), of which
many will benefit from the potential to analyze small
samples enriched by microdissection or cell sorting.
As well as screening for imbalances affecting known
tumor suppressor or oncogenes, high-density arrays
covering the whole genome can be used to screen for
yet unknown regions harboring genes of pathogenic
relevance. Disease-specific chips could widen the
spectrum of diagnostic tools and contribute to clinical
risk stratified tumor therapies. Triggered first by karyo-
typing, this approach has successfully enriched mod-
ern regimens for therapies in malignant diseases (Döh-
ner et al, 1999, 2000). Genomic profiling by matrix-
CGH may provide a basis for an integrated approach
for the molecular characterization of malignant dis-
eases, including expression profiling on the level of
RNA and protein (Alizadeh et al, 2000; DeRisi et al,
1996, 1997; Diehn et al, 2000; Golub et al, 1999;
Lipshutz et al, 1999; Schena et al, 1996; Stratowa et
al, 2001). Automation of the protocol as presented in
this study is mandatory for such widespread
applications.

Materials and Methods

Target Clones Representing Distinct Genes or Regions
of Interest

Target DNAs were isolated from 188 clones containing
inserts approximately 90 to 230 kb in length from
human BAC library RPCIB753 or PAC library
RPCIP704 (German Resource Center, Berlin, Germa-
ny). To allow gene or marker-directed analysis, clones
were selected based on their chromosomal localiza-
tion or their gene content. cDNAs from candidate
genes were isolated from a fetal heart library by PCR.
Subsequently, these cDNAs were used for filter hy-
bridizations yielding in the isolation of BAC and PAC

clones, the identity of which was determined by FISH-
mapping and PCR. In addition, cDNA-sequences were
obtained from database queries at the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/Entrez/) and used for BLAST-search (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) against unfinished
high throughput genomic sequenced clones to iden-
tify further targets. Clones covering specific chromo-
somal regions were selected using the physical chro-
mosome maps of Entrez Genome (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov:80/cgi-bin/Entrez/maps.cgi?org�hum&
chr�1). FISH mapping was performed in all cases to
ensure correct chromosomal mapping. DNA prepara-
tions were prepared from 400 ml LB-cultures using
standard preparation kits (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany).
For higher yield, 2- to 3-fold buffer volumes were used
for resuspension, lysis, neutralization, and final elution.
After resolving DNA in 500 �l dH2O and photometric
concentration measurement, a 30-second sonification
step reduced sample viscosity and sized fragments to
several hundred nucleotides. After standard ethanol
precipitation, the final target concentration was ad-
justed to approximately 0.5 to 1 �g/�l. Occasionally,
selected BACs resulted in incoherent ratio values for
reasons not well understood and therefore were omitted.
The origins, names, and ID numbers of the DNA frag-
ments are listed at http://www.dkfz-heidelberg.
de/kompl_genome/index.html.

Arraying and Immobilization of BAC and PAC Targets on
Solid Glass Supports

Targets were picked from 384-well PCR microtiter
plates with 16 SMP3 split pins (TeleChem Interna-
tional, Sunnyvale, California) using the omnigrid mul-
tiaxis robotic microarrayer (GeneMachines, San Car-
los, California) and spotted on poly-L-lysin–coated
slides (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany). For each
sample 10 spots were printed with an average diam-
eter of 150 to 200 �m. Best spotting results were
achieved with 0.5 �g/�l DNA in 3�SSC. Target DNA
sonification, resulting in fragments several hundred
nucleotides in length before spotting, helped to re-
duce occlusion of the split pins while printing. More-
over, spot morphology appeared more homoge-
neous than with nonsonified DNA, resulting in lower
standard deviations of the replicas. Immediately
after arraying, the slides were baked at 80° C for 10
minutes and DNA was crosslinked by UV light of 254
nm, applying 240 mJ (UV-Stratalinker; Stratagene,
Amsterdam, Netherlands). All slides were stored in
boxes with drying agent at room temperature.

Target immobilization and spot morphology were
influenced strongly by the different slide surfaces that
were applied. In our hands poly-L-lysine–coated slides
(Sigma) achieved best results with regard to minimized
spot size, consistent spot morphology, and absence
of target confluence. However it was mandatory to
preselect only those slides with clean and homoge-
neous surfaces to avoid loss of target DNA and high
background. Various pretreatment procedures before
and after spotting were tested but in our hands did not
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improve signal to background ratios significantly and
were therefore disregarded. It was not necessary to
perform an additional step for denaturation of the
target DNA. The application of a prewarmed hybrid-
ization chamber (Genomic Solutions, San Diego, Cal-
ifornia) with constant agitation of the hybridization
solution proved to be beneficial for background reduc-
tion and low intrachip variability.

Preparation of Test and Control DNA

Whole genomic DNA was prepared using a standard
phenol chloroform extraction protocol from the follow-
ing sources: colon carcinoma cell line COLO320-HSR
(Quinn et al, 1979), promyelocytic leukemia cell line
HL60 (Dalla-Favera et al, 1982), neuroblastoma cell
line NGP (Schwab et al, 1984), Hodgkin’s lymphoma
cell line HDLM-2 (Drexler et al, 1986), Hodgkin’s
lymphoma cHL-10 (Joos et al, 2000), a primary medi-
astinal B-cell lymphoma (PMBL-16; Joos et al, 1996), a
leiomyosarcoma (LMS-2; Otano-Joos et al, 2000), and
peripheral blood lymphocytes of a healthy human donor.
All primary tumors were known to carry an amplification
of the 9p24 region including a coamplification of the
JAK2 gene. CGH to metaphase chromosome spreads
was performed according to standard protocols (Lichter
et al, 1995 and references therein).

A number of different labeling techniques were
tested: (a) standard nick translation (Langer et al,
1981), (b) standard DOP-PCR (Kuukasjarvi et al, 1997;
Telenius et al, 1992), (c) cisplatinum-fluorochrome
coupling (KREATECH, Amsterdam, Netherlands), and
(d) linker-adapter-PCR (Klein et al, 1999). Cisplatinum-
fluorochrome compounds resulted in high signal in-
tensities but yielded an unsatisfactory reproducibility
of signal ratios. A previously published PCR strategy
for global amplification and labeling of genomic DNA
(Klein et al, 1999) proved to be particularly useful.
Briefly, 0.5 �g DNA was digested by MseI restriction
endonuclease for 3 hours at 37° C. After adding a
12-mer (5'-TAA CTA GCA TGC-3') and a 21-mer
(5'-AGT GGG ATT CCG CAT GCT AGT-3') primer,
annealing was allowed during continuous temperature
shifting from 65° C down to 15° C at 1° C/minute in a
GeneAmp 9700 Thermocycler (PE Applied Biosys-
tems, Foster City, California). Ligation of primer and
restriction fragments in the presence of T4-DNA ligase
and ATP was allowed overnight. A short fill-in reaction
was followed by primary amplification in 40-�l reac-
tion volume and 38 temperature cycles using a mix-
ture of Taq and Pwo polymerase (Roche, Basel, Swit-
zerland). Of the reaction product, 0.5 �l was directly
subjected to a second PCR/labeling reaction for 25
cycles using Thermo Sequenase (Amersham Pharma-
cia Biotech, Freiburg, Germany). Differing from the
original protocol, we used a dNTP mixture substituting
biotin/digoxigenin-labeled nucleotides by cyanine 3-
or cyanine 5–coupled dCTP (PerkinElmer Life Science
Products, Boston, Massachusetts) with a 1/7 CyX-
dCTP/dCTP ratio for optimized labeling. Unincorpo-
rated nucleotides and primers were removed by Seph-
adex G 50 spin columns.

Hybridization

The hybridization cocktail contained 1 �g of differen-
tially labeled control and tumor DNA coprecipitated
with 60 �g of human Cot-1 DNA and resolved in 120
�l prewarmed ULTRAhyb buffer (Ambion, Austin,
Texas) at 37° C for � 30 minutes. After denaturation at
75° C for 5 minutes, preannealing of repetitive DNA
sequences was allowed for 60 minutes at 37° C. All
slides were mounted into a GeneTac (Genomic Solu-
tions) automated hybridization chamber. Before the
application of the probes, slides were heated to 50° C
for 10 minutes. Hybridization was allowed for 36 hours
at 52° C. Slides were washed three times for 5 minutes
in 50% formamide and 2�SSC, pH7.0, at 42° C.
Additional washing in 0.01% SSC at 42° C followed
three times for 5 minutes. Slides were dehydrated in a
series of 70%, 90%, and 100% ethanol.

Combination of Two-Color/Two-Chip Experiments

Initial chip experiments revealed unexpected ratio
alterations for certain target clones ranging from log2

�0.6 to log2 �0.6. This phenomenon is likely due to
sequence-specific affinities of the fluorescent dyes.
Therefore, we performed color switch experiments in
which test and control DNA were labeled via Cy3 and
Cy5, respectively, and vice versa. Averaging the two-
color/two-chip experiments resulted in precise ratios.
A combined color switch experiment of human male
versus human female DNA is illustrated in Figure 6.
More than 95% of all clones were distributed between
1.14 and 0.87 (� log2 �0.2) calculated with linear
ratios. A total of eight clones from chromosome X
were detected as gain by use of this threshold, five
were detected at log2 �0.32 (� 1.25) as cutoff. In
Figure 5 data are depicted for a subset of targets
demonstrating that averaging of the two color switch
ratios resulted in a higher accuracy of final ratios.

Imaging and Evaluation

Images were acquired using a GenePix4000 A (Axon
Instruments, Burlingame, California) dual laser scan-
ner in combination with GenePixPro 3.0 imaging soft-
ware. Two simultaneous scans of each array were
obtained at wavelengths 635 nm and 532 nm, respec-
tively. After segmentation of hybridization signals,
background and signal intensities were extracted from
both images and exported as raw data to a dedicated
analysis software tool, developed in-house, to allow
quality control as well as statistical data analysis.
Evaluation consisted of the following consecutive
steps: Pixel intensities of each feature were integrated
and median values were determined using the soft-
ware GenePix Pro 3.0. Local background was calcu-
lated from the area surrounding each spot defined as
follows: The radius of the spot circle was multiplied by
three (3r) and from the area defined by the circle with
this radius the spot circle area with the radius r�3
pixels was subtracted. The signal values were further
processed using the MCGH software (developed by
our group using Visual Basic 6.0). For each spot the
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intensities (pixel median values) were corrected for
both wavelengths by subtracting the local background
(pixel median values). On the basis of these corrected
intensities, the log2 values for the signal ratios (Cy3/
Cy5) were calculated. The 10 replicate features of
each target were filtered by minimum/maximum outlier
reduction and by elimination of any spot that had been
flagged by the analysis software or interactively be-
cause of misplacement or inferior spot morphology.
From the remaining replicates, the mean value and its
standard deviation were calculated. Target values with
standard deviations greater than �0.3 or signal/back-
ground ratios less than 2 were excluded from the
analysis. Signal ratio values were considered only for
those targets for which the results of both (color
switch) experiments were accepted. The final ratio
was obtained by averaging the results of the two
corresponding experiments.

Control targets for normalization were preselected
on the basis of unsuspicious chromosomal CGH ratio
values for all cell line experiments. The cluster of
controls for the primary tumor PMBL-16 was deter-
mined using the values for the 20% of the targets
closest to the median value. In concordance with
chromosomal CGH analysis procedures, the thresh-
olds for low copy number gains and losses were set to
log2 0.32 and log2 �0.41, respectively, which corre-
spond to the values of 1.25 and 0.75, respectively, and
high-level amplifications were scored for ratios higher
than log2 1 � 2.0. Result files were Excel compatible
to facilitate graphic representations.
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